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Ari Planter: Modern white outdoor
planters keep your outdoor setup
fresh and modern. Available in
various shapes, white plant pots are
a great modern decor.
H: 12" x W: 12" x D: 20"

Barisan Wall Planter: Liven up your
walls a little. Made from mango wood,
the Barisan slat wall planter comes
with 3 black metal canisters to hang
on the slats.
H: 36" x W: 8" x D: 25"

Epitome Collection: The subtlety of
the 3-toned, Epitome Collection
makes a statement. Fired twice for a
matte finish, the collection is hand
printed with distinct coastal-inspired
colors.
H: 5" x W: 4" x D: 4"

The Kelyfos Bowl is optimal for
serving food, displaying flowers &
showing off when not in use. Glazed
in a matte white finish with brown
bisque edges, this speckle clay
platter is food safe.
H: 19" x W: 14" x D: 13"

Lovisa Vase: With hourglass
proportions & a matte black finish,
the ceramic Lovisa Vase gives
interior decor an upscale
timelessness.
H: 4" x W: 4" x D: 8"

Santorini Vase: Create a
Mediterranean haven in your home
or garden with these speckled
whitewashed terracotta planters,
designed to resemble the cubiform
homes on the Greek island.
H: 4" x W: 4" x D: 8"

Sotello Tables: Trio of small, hollow
tables that can be used in a multitude
of ways. The small plastic pads on
base protect the floor, but the round
styles could be inverted and used as
planters
H: 14" x W: 14" x D: 16"

Vernon Planter: Concrete outdoor
pots with faceted geometric shape
and smooth finish; feels modern and
interesting and layers nicely together.
H: 12" x W: 12" x D: 16"
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Accent Decor is a wholesale distributor of design-focused vessels for the floral, event planning, and home décor industries. A family-owned and
operated company since 1997, Accent Decor seeks to inspire through unique product offerings, and passion for bringing beauty into the world
at a price accessible to all. Recognizing the importance of nurturing and generously giving, 6% of gross profits are donated every year to
support the global and local communities that have supported the growth of the company, while also working to ensure all the artisans and
manufacturer partners are treated with the respect and care they deserve. Accent Decor places high value on honesty, commitment, generosity,
and integrity.The company is proudly headquartered in Chamblee, GA with distribution centers in Georgia and California.
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PRESS RELEASES
Accent Decor Opens New Permanent Showroom at High Point Market This Spring

